Abstract-Smooth handling of pedestrian interactions is a key requirement for Autonomous Vehicles (AV) and Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). Such systems call for early and accurate prediction of a pedestrian's crossing/not-crossing behaviour in front of the vehicle. Existing approaches to pedestrian behaviour prediction make use of pedestrian motion, his/her location in a scene and static context variables such as traffic lights, zebra crossings etc. We stress on the necessity of early prediction for smooth operation of such systems. We introduce the influence of vehicle interactions on pedestrian intention for this purpose. In this paper, we show a discernible advance in prediction time aided by the inclusion of such vehicle interaction context. We apply our methods to two different datasets, one in-house collected -NTU dataset and another public real-life benchmark -JAAD dataset. We also propose a generic graphical model Factored Latent-Dynamic Conditional Random Fields (FLDCRF) for single and multilabel sequence prediction as well as joint interaction modeling tasks. FLDCRF outperforms Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks across the datasets (∼100 sequences per dataset) over identical time-series features. While the existing best system predicts pedestrian stopping behaviour with 70% accuracy 0.38 seconds before the actual events, our system achieves such accuracy at least 0.9 seconds on an average before the actual events across datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S we enter the era of autonomous driving with the first ever self-driving taxi launched in December 2018, smooth handling of pedestrian interactions still remains a challenge. The trade-off is between on-road pedestrian safety and smoothness of the ride. Recent user experiences and available online footage suggest conservative autonomous rides resulting from the emphasis on on-road pedestrian safety. To achieve rapid user adoption, the AVs must be able to simulate a smooth human driver-like experience without unnecessary interruptions, in addition to ensuring 100% pedestrian safety.
Automated braking systems in an ADAS tackle the emergency pedestrian interactions. These brakes get activated on detecting pedestrians' crossing behaviours within the vehicle safety range. Such a system may need to brake strongly on late prediction of pedestrian crossing behaviour, which can occur frequently in crowded areas. A future ADAS must be able of offer a smoother experience on such interactions. The key to a safe and smooth autonomous pedestrian interaction lies in early and accurate prediction of a pedestrian's crossing/not-crossing behaviour in front of the vehicle. Accurate and timely prediction of pedestrian behaviour ensures on-road pedestrian safety, while early anticipation of the crossing/not-crossing behaviour offers more path planning time and consequently a smoother control over the vehicle dynamics.
Recent works on on-road pedestrian behaviour prediction ( [1] - [15] ) rely on a pedestrian's motion, skeletal pose, his/her location in scene (on road, at curb etc.) and certain static context variables (e.g., presence of zebra crossings, traffic lights etc.). While pedestrian motion, skeletal pose and location are reliable indicators of the current pedestrian action, they hardly reflect on the long-term pedestrian behaviour. Static context variables (e.g., zebra crossings, traffic lights) certainly are important factors to predict future behaviour, but are seldom present in a scene. More often than not, an Autonomous Vehicle is likely to encounter pedestrian(s) without these variables.
As pedestrians, our crossing/not-crossing intentions are largely influenced by the distances and speeds of the approaching vehicles. We refer to this causal information as dynamic context or vehicle interaction context (see Fig. 1 ) and utilize it together with pedestrian motion and location information for early prediction of future behaviour. To our best knowledge, we are the first [18] to consider influence of such dynamic context on pedestrian intention, which proves to be the strongest factor for early prediction, as we demonstrate in Section VIII. Adding such context improves prediction time of the pedestrian stopping (at the curb) behaviour by ≥0.5 seconds on average across considered datasets, and can potentially reduce unnecessary halts in future autonomous rides. This dynamic context also improves prediction time and accuracy of other behaviour types across the datasets.
Since each pedestrian interaction with the ego-vehicle is continuous in time for a certain duration (say, T p ) and we want to classify crossing/not-crossing intentions of a pedestrian at each instant within this duration, we formulate this problem as a time-series binary classification task, P(y t |x 1:t ), t ∈ 1 : T p , where y t is the intention variable to be predicted and x t are the input features to the system at t. Conditional Random Fields (CRF) model such conditional task directly from the data. Each of the pedestrian crossing and not-crossing intentions has underlying latent intrinsic dynamics (see Section IV-A for examples), while there also exists an extrinsic dynamics between the intention labels. A Latent-Dynamic CRF (LDCRF, see Fig. 2c ) [23] can capture the intrinsic dynamics within class labels y t by embedding latent states in a labeled CRF structure. In contrast to similar models (that capture the intrinsic dynamics) like Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [24] and Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRF) [30] , a LDCRF does not require prior segmentation of the training sequences according to the class labels, thus preserving the extrinsic dynamics between labels as well in the model. LDCRF has been shown to outperform HMM and HCRF on similar tasks like gesture recognition [23] . Considering its theoretical and experimental superiority over similar models, we apply LDCRF as baseline in our work.
The only way to improve learning performance with a LDCRF is by varying the number of hidden states (say, N h ) associated to each class label. Such a variation not only restricts the model capabilities, but also results in a rapidly growing state transition matrix with size (N l · N h ) × (N l · N h ), where N l is the number of class labels. Such increment results in greater model complexity and requires larger training data. Moreover, it is possible that there exists multiple interacting latent dynamics (e.g., contextual and motion-related, see Section IV-A) within the class labels. Considering these limitations of LDCRF and inspired by Factorial HMM [25] , we propose a generalization of LDCRF, called Factored LDCRF (FLDCRF) [18] , in order to
• generate new models by varying the number of hidden layers, • generate factorized models [25] with fewer parameters to fit better small/medium datasets, and • capture relationship between multiple interacting latent dynamics (context and motion) within class labels. Each hidden layer models a different latent dynamics and the connections among different hidden layers model their interactions. We show such generalization of LDCRF to improve performance on our validation sets (see Section VIII).
Such interacting hidden layers also allow to capture sequential multi-label/multi-agent interactions (see Fig.  5 ). See Section IV-B for more details on FLDCRF.
LSTMs are the most popular kind of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), largely due to their ability to capture longer range dependencies among sequence values. They are frequently applied to similar sequence modeling tasks, e.g., path prediction [16] , action recognition [28] etc. Deep learning systems like LSTMs have been known to involve tedious hyperparameter tuning and their performance are largely big-data-driven. We compare LSTM and FLDCRF (general LDCRF) on our datasets over identical input features and labels. FLD-CRF not only outperforms LSTM across our datasets, but also provides easier model selection and requires significantly lesser training time (see Section VIII).
We highlight the main contributions of this paper below:
• We propose a graphical model Factored LatentDynamic Conditional Random Fields (FLDCRF) for joint sequence prediction/tagging tasks.
• We introduce the influence of vehicle interactions (dynamic context) on pedestrian intention for early and accurate prediction.
• We have created a dataset 1 specifically designed to capture vehicle influences on pedestrian intention, collected inside Nanyang Technological University campus (NTU dataset). We also conduct an evaluation set on a public real-life dataset, known as JAAD (Joint Attention for Autonomous Driving [19] ), devised for early pedestrian intention prediction.
• We compare FLDCRF and LSTM over identical features and labels on both datasets. FLDCRF 2 outperforms LSTM on both datasets. In addition to early and accurate pedestrian intention prediction, we put stress on the necessity to simulate real-life prediction environment for our experiments. We apply state-of-the-art object detectors [33] and semantic segmentation systems [34] to detect pedestrians/vehicles and to determine pedestrian location respectively. Fig. 1 shows the different modules and their inter-connections in our intention prediction system. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe state-of-the-art systems on pedestrian behaviour prediction and CRFs. We briefly define a standard nomenclature on considered pedestrian behaviour types in Section III. We propose FLDCRF in Section IV and introduce our context and motion feature extraction techniques in Section V. Next, we discuss characteristics of the considered datasets in Section VI. We describe our experiments in Section VII and present our results in Section VIII. We offer concluding remarks and ideas for future research in Section IX. 1 Samples attached as supplementary material. 2 FLDCRF codes are available here: https://github.com/satyajitneogiju/FLDCRF-for-sequence-labeling II. LITERATURE REVIEW From an Autonomous Vehicle perspective, there are two popular problems concerning pedestrian behaviour predictions, a) continuous path prediction [1] , [12] - [17] , [26] , [27] , where future trajectory of a pedestrian is estimated and b) discrete intention prediction [1] - [11] , where the goal is to predict discretized pedestrian behaviours. Given a detected pedestrian, his/her position w.r.t. the AV and a marked AV safety range, solving any problem (path or intent prediction) can ensure a safe autonomous ride. However, a smooth autonomous ride of future (avoiding repeated halts and hard brakes) would require early predictions of pedestrian behaviour for optimal path and dynamics planning. Although pedestrian interactions and static traffic scene elements have been successfully utilized [15] - [17] , [26] , [27] to improve path prediction accuracy, long-term path prediction (>1 sec ahead) is still challenging and error prone, prediction error growing exponentially with prediction horizon [15] . Additionally, path prediction given fewer (≤10) observed frames, distant objects and moving cameras invoke additional uncertainties. Existing discrete intention prediction approaches (described shortly) primarily focus on accurate prediction rather than early prediction.
In this paper, we analyze the feasibility of accurate longterm (up to 2 sec ahead) discrete intent prediction in a variety of scenarios.
We briefly discuss existing literature on discrete intent prediction and sequential CRFs below.
A. Pedestrian Intention Prediction
Existing intent prediction approaches can be broadly classified into two categories, a) Pedestrian-only, which only take features from the pedestrian of interest and b) Context based, which consider context variables (location, traffic elements etc.) together with pedestrian features.
Pedestrian-only approaches [1] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [10] , [11] , in general, learn machine learning models over pedestrian features (motion and/or appearance) and n-ary intention labels. Pedestrian features include dense optical flow [1] , concatenated position, velocity and head pose [3] , Motion Contour image based Histogram of Oriented Gradients descriptor (MCHOG) [4] , skeletal features [7] , [10] and deep learning appearance features [11] . Applied machine learning have been either time-series models (GPDM, PHTM [1] , LDCRF [3] , HMM [7] , LSTM [11] ) or SVM [4] , [10] .
Context based intent prediction approaches [2] , [5] , [6] , [8] consider information like scene spatial layout, i.e. location of curb [2] , [5] and traffic elements [2] , [5] , [6] , [8] , such as cross walks, bus stops, traffic lights, zebra crossings etc. along with pedestrian features.
The majority of these approaches [1] , [3] , [10] , [11] were evaluated on the Daimler dataset [36] , a public benchmark consisting of pedestrian crossing/notcrossing sequences. Stopping probability vs time [1] , [3] , [10] , [11] and classification accuracy [1] , [4] , [7] , [8] are the most common metrics. Since the Daimler data does not capture spontaneous vehicular interactions with pedestrians, we move our results on this data to Appendix C. Recently a group of researchers have proposed a relatively large, labeled pedestrian dataset called JAAD [19] , captured from moving vehicles. This dataset provides real-life examples of pedestrian interactions with a vehicle in complex scenes. In [8] , the same group proposes a context based system to classify pedestrian crossing/notcrossing behaviour, where they combine an action recognition classifier and a learned attention model for relevant static context variables (traffic light, zebra crossing, stop sign etc.) to classify pedestrian intention. In [9] , Gujjar et al. showed improvements in performance on the same dataset by considering a future generation model. However, we find their evaluation dataset to be weakly relevant to early prediction of intention (evaluation does not involve any temporal information) and hence select our own evaluation sequences (described in Section VII) from the JAAD dataset.
All context models discussed above for pedestrian behaviour prediction rely on static scene context variables and do not consider dynamic vehicle interactions. To our best knowledge, we are the first to consider effects of such vehicle interactions on pedestrian behaviour [18] . While [7] presents a 70% prediction accuracy of pedestrian stopping actions 0.06 seconds before the event on [37] , we achieve such accuracy at least 0.9 seconds before the event across our datasets in presence of vehicle interactions. Current best approach [11] on the Daimler dataset gives such an accuracy 0.38 seconds before event, although it is tested on a small test dataset (with 13 pedestrian sequences) with limited variations in pedestrian behaviour.
We apply proposed FLDCRF over input features (context + motion) and intention labels. We briefly describe related existing sequential CRF models below.
B. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
CRFs were first introduced in [20] to accomplish the task of segmenting and labeling sequence data. CRFs are discriminative classifiers and aim at directly modeling the conditional distribution P(y | x) over input features x and classification labels y. A simple sequential type of CRFs is the Linear Chain CRF (LCCRF, see Fig. 2a ), which is frequently applied to sequence labeling tasks like word recognition, NP chunking, POS tagging etc.
Over the years, multiple variants like semi-markov CRFs [22] and Dynamic CRFs [21] have been proposed. Semi-markov CRFs allow long range dependencies among labels y = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y T } at the expense of higher computational cost. Dynamic CRFs (see Fig. 2b ) allow multiple interacting labels (y 1,t , y 2,t etc.) at each time step, making it suitable for multi-label classification tasks.
LDCRF was proposed in [23] (see Fig. 2c ), where hidden states are embedded in a labeled CRF structure by means of an additional layer of hidden variables h = {h 1 , h 2 , ..., h T }. Each possible classification label is associated with a given set of hidden states. The hidden states model the intrinsic dynamics within each label.
FLDCRF utilizes primary LDCRF concept and constraints. We will briefly discuss the concept behind LDCRF and its applicability on the intent prediction problem in Section IV-A.
III. NOMENCLATURE
In general, an on-road or near-road pedestrian's crossing/not-crossing behaviour is characterized by the real world lateral component of his/her motion w.r.t. the ego-vehicle moving direction 3 , i.e., laterally moving ←→ crossing laterally static ←→ not − crossing. At each instant t, we try to predict whether a detected pedestrian will be laterally moving or laterally static 4 in the near future. Associated critical measures and necessary vehicle dynamics can be derived by further analyzing pedestrian's position w.r.t. the vehicle.
We evaluate pedestrian sequences where early prediction is relevant from an AV perspective. We categorize each such encountered pedestrian sequence into one of the following (see Fig. 3 ): 1) Continuous crossing: The pedestrian initially has a lateral movement before the curb, continues to move laterally and crosses in front of the vehicle. 2) Stopping at the curb: The pedestrian initially has a lateral movement before the curb and stops at/near the curb. We call this behaviour 'stopping' in the paper for simplicity. 3) Standing at the curb: The pedestrian continues to be laterally static at/near the curb. This behaviour is referred as 'standing' in the paper. 4) Starting to cross: The pedestrian is initially static laterally at/near the curb and starts to cross in front of the vehicle. This behaviour is called 'starting' in the paper. Stopping and starting sequences carry a change in state of motion (laterally moving to laterally static and vice versa) of the pedestrian. As our goal is to predict pedestrian intention early, our primary aim is to detect these state changes early (preferably before any discernible change in motion/appearance) and accurately. In addition, we also want stable and accurate predictions of 'crossing' and 'not-crossing' intentions for sequences with no change in state of motion (continuous crossing and standing respectively).
Each sequence type is associated with an event instant (e.g., crossing, stopping or starting instant), illustrated in Fig. 3 , which provides the ground truth classification labels and also serves as reference during evaluation. Since a standing sequence cannot be characterized with such an instant, we define a critical point based on pedestrian distance and ego-vehicle velocity. To aid the labeling process during training (for early prediction of the transitions in stopping and starting sequences), we define a pred ahead parameter for each dataset, in number of frames before the respective event instants. We explain how we labeled the pedestrian sequences during training in Section VII. 
IV. MODELS
In this section, we propose Factored Latent-Dynamic Conditional Random Fields (FLDCRF). We briefly discuss the idea behind applying LDCRF to our problem in Section IV-A and introduce FLDCRF in Section IV-B. Since, FLDCRF subsumes LDCRF (structure and model constraints), we move the mathematical details about LDCRF to Appendix A.
A. LDCRF
As mentioned before, we employ CRF type classifiers in our problem as they directly model the discriminative task P(y | x). Each of the pedestrian 'crossing' and 'notcrossing' intentions has underlying intrinsic dynamics.
Such intrinsic dynamics can be contextual or motionrelated. For example, stopping behaviour of a pedestrian (see Fig. 3b ) can be characterized by a transition from pedestrian 'moving' to 'rest' state (motion) as well as an interacting vehicle going from 'far' to 'near' state (context). A standing behaviour may be associated with continuation of the 'rest' and 'near' states respectively. Since such motion-related or contextual states are hidden (latent), overall intrinsic dynamics of the 'not-crossing' intention can be captured by associating hidden states to the intention label and allowing their transitions. These states can be learned from training data by connecting them to the observed context and motion features x t . A LCCRF (see Fig. 2a ) only allows transition between class labels and hence fails to capture such intrinsic dynamics. LDCRF captures such dynamics by means of an additional layer of hidden variables {h t } t=1:T (see Fig. 2c ). h t can assume values from a predefined set of hidden states. For example, if the class labels 'cross' or 'not-cross' are associated with sets (of hidden states) H c and H nc respectively, and y t is 'cross', then h t ∈ H c . To keep training and inference tractable, LDCRF restricts sets H c and H nc to be disjoint.
B. FLDCRF
LDCRF captures the latent dynamics within class labels by means of a layer of hidden variables. We propose multiple interacting hidden layers in a LDCRF structure (see Fig. 4 ) to generate new models, reduce model parameters and to capture interaction among different latent dynamics within class labels (see Introduction). Such interacting hidden layers can also aid multi-label sequence prediction and social interactions in a multiagent environment (see Fig. 5 ). We defer possible applications of such models to our future work. However, as the single-label variant of FLDCRF (see Fig. 4 ) is graphically a special case of the multi-label variant (see Fig. 5a ), we describe the multi-label mathematical model for better generalization. Fig. 5a shows the graph structure for FLDCRF in multilabel classification problems. Although, we depict the model for only two hidden layers, we mathematically define the model for L layers.
1) Model
Let, x = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x T } denote the sequence of observations. y i = {y i,1 , y i,2 , ..., y i,T } are the observed labels along
(a) FLDCRF graphical model for social interaction. Two different objects, ({x 1,t }, {y 1,t }) and ({x 2,t }, {y 2,t }) are shown to be interacting in the latent space through their hidden layers to effect each others' dynamics.
layer i, i = 1 : L. In the case of a single-label prediction task, all layers take the same labels, i.e. y i,t is same ∀i. Let, y i,t ∈ Υ i , where Υ i is the alphabet for all possible label categories in layer i. h i = {h i,1 , h i.2 , ..., h i,T } constitutes the i-th hidden layer. Each label i ∈ Υ i is associated with a set of hidden states H i, i . H i is the set of all possible hidden states for layer i written as
2) h i,t can only assume values from the set of hidden states assigned to the label y i,t , i.e., h i,t ∈ H i,y i,t , ∀i = 1 : L and ∀t = 1 : T. The joint conditional model is defined as:
(1)
Using the graph structure in Fig. 5a , we obtain:
(2) P(y i | h i ) can be further simplified by the graph as,
Applying model constraints, we can write,
Finally, the FLDCRF model in equation (2) can be simplified by (3) and (4) as:
where index k ranges over all parameters θ = {θ k } and Z(x, θ) is the partition function defined as:
In this paper, we only assume Markov connections (as depicted in Figures 4 and 5) along different hidden layers. Therefore, the feature functions F k 's are defined as:
Also, we only allow different hidden layers to influence each other at the same time instant t. Thus,
We define state and transition functions by the following indicator functions,
for discrete observations x. For continuous observations x, state functions are defined by:
We define influence functions i k h i,t , h j,t , x, t over two or more (depending on the number of inter-related layers of hidden states) hidden variables between layers as:
We avoid longer range influences (e.g., h i,t−1 to h j,t , i, j ∈ {1 : L}) to reduce parameters. For the interaction model depicted in Fig. 5b , the mathematical details remain same only with a minor change in the state function, being s k (h i,t , x i,t ) instead of s k (h i,t , x t ).
A FLDCRF single-label variant with 1 hidden layer and >1 hidden states per label corresponds to a LDCRF, while 1 layer and 1 hidden state per label constitutes a LCCRF.
2) Training model parameters
We estimate the model parameters by maximizing the conditional log-likelihood of the training data given by:
where N is the total number of available labeled sequences. The second term in equation (12) is the log of a Gaussian prior with variance σ 2 .
3) Inference
Multiple label sequences y i , i = 1 : L, can be inferred from the same graph structure by marginalizing over other labels: 
where P {y i } 1:L | x,θ is obtained by (5) and estimated parametersθ. At each instant t, the marginals P({h i,t } 1:L | x 1:t ,θ) are computed and summed according to the disjoint sets of hidden states to obtain joint estimates of desired labelsŷ i,t , t = 1, 2, ..., ∀i = 1 : L, as follows:
(14) After marginalizing according to (13) , the labelŷ i,t corresponding to the maximum probability is inferred. As the intention prediction problem must be solved online, we compute P {h i,t } 1:L | x 1:t ,θ by the forward algorithm. Forward-backward algorithm [24] and Viterbi algorithm [29] can also be applied for problems where online inference is not required.
V. FEATURE EXTRACTION
We describe the process to prepare our feature vector x t in this section. x t comprises of two components: context features, x c,t , and motion features, x m,t .
A. Context Features
Context features employed in our work are of two types:
• Pedestrian location context: Also called spatial context in the paper, this context variable encodes the location (e.g. on road, at curb, away) of the pedestrian in a scene.
• Vehicle interaction context: We call it vehicle context in the paper. This context variable contains approximate longitudinal distance (depth) and velocity measures of the nearest vehicles to the pedestrian of interest. Fig. 6(a-b) show a scene and its semantic segmentation. We utilize two segmentation categories, road pixels and non-road pixels. Road pixels are directly obtained from the pre-trained semantic segmentation software [34] , and all other pixels are marked as non-road pixels. We highlight 3 different regions around the pedestrian bounding box and their considered dimensions in Fig.  6c . We compute the mode of the refined semantic values (road or non-road) in each of the three regions, given by {m 1 , m 2 , m 3 }, which constitute the location context feature vector x sp,t .
1) Pedestrian location context

2) Vehicle interaction context
Longitudinal distances (or depths) and velocities of approaching vehicles play a significant role in determining crossing intention of a pedestrian.
Depth estimation: As existing techniques for monocular depth estimation are not much reliable, we employ a precalibrated approach.
To estimate pedestrian and vehicle depths from camera, we pre-calibrate a scene by 10m, 20m and 30m depth lines (see Fig. 6d ). We assume that once a camera is steadily mounted on a vehicle, these depth lines will approximately remain same during driving time, unless the road ahead has high slope. The depth lines can be written as:
where (x, y) is a point co-ordinate on the image (in pixels). We assume that the slope m and the intercept c (in pixels) of the straight line have the following approximate exponential relations with depth d (in meters) from camera: 
Velocity estimation:
To obtain velocity measures of the nearest vehicles to a pedestrian in the NTU dataset, we compute mean optical flow [32] magnitude inside the corresponding vehicle bounding boxes. We utilize the provided ego-vehicle velocity labels in the JAAD dataset. At each instant, the ego-vehicle is assigned one of these velocity labels: 'moving slow', 'moving fast' or 'standing'. Some instants only have the ego-acceleration labels ('slowing down' and 'speeding up') and do not contain velocity labels. We associate velocity labels to these instants by imputation/observation. We ignore the ego-acceleration labels in this paper.
The complete (depth and velocity) vehicle context for the NTU dataset is given by, x vNTU,t = {ncl, ncr, ncl f , ncr f }, where ncl and ncr are the relative depths (in meters) of the nearest vehicles to a pedestrian on left and right lane respectively and ncl f , ncr f are the mean optical flow of the non-pedestrian pixels within the bounding boxes of the respective vehicles. At instants with no influencing vehicle, we set ncl and ncr to -1 and ncl f and ncr f to 0.
The complete vehicle context for the JAAD dataset is given by, x vJ AAD,t = {ego dep, ego vel}, where ego dep is the estimated pedestrian depth from the ego-vehicle and ego vel is the ego-velocity attribute ('moving slow', 'moving fast' etc.). As the other vehicles do not influence pedestrian behaviours in most cases within JAAD dataset, we keep things simpler by only considering the ego-vehicle context. We defer more complete interactions including other vehicles in the scene to our future work.
B. Motion Features
We propose a computationally inexpensive heuristic method to capture relevant pedestrian motion dynamics. The features obtained by this method perform comparably to one of the better benchmarks [1] on the Daimler dataset [36] (see Appendix C). First, we apply a pretrained object detector [33] to detect and track pedestrians in the videos 5 . For extracting pedestrian motion features at t, we consider a sliding window of length τ, i.e., frames t − τ + 1 to t. The feature extraction process involves three steps:
• Pre-processing: We run a Kalman filter on tracked pedestrian bounding boxes to remove noise/occlusions. Further occlusions (e.g., by tree) are linearly interpolated.
• Real world lateral displacement estimate: A pedestrian's crossing/not-crossing behaviour is primarily characterized by the real world lateral motion. Lateral motion captured in an image sequence contains components from both lateral and longitudinal pedestrian movements (w.r.t. the ego-moving direction) in real world. In addition, the real world longitudinal movement is mixed with the ego-vehicle motion. Assuming negligible pedestrian movement along the vertical direction in real world, we obtain approximate estimates of the real world lateral motion in image frame using the camera matrix information (see Appendix B).
• Fitting non-linear dynamics: We extract real world lateral displacement estimates for 9 symmetrical points inside the pedestrian bounding box, given by {v p }, p = 1 : 9 (see Fig. 6e ). The choice of the points is arbitrary, as long as they are well distributed within the bounding box. Each of these points is tracked and processed over the sliding window to generate τ − 1 lateral displacement values v p,t 1 , t − τ + 2 ≤ t 1 ≤ t. Finally, we fit a degree 2 curve to the values {v p,t−τ+2:t }, p = 1 : 9, by least-squares fitting:
resulting in a 27 dimensional feature set, x m,t = {{a 0 p,t } p=1:9 , {a 1 p,t } p=1:9 , {a 2 p,t } p=1:9 }. τ must be large enough (≥4) for a good fitting but not too large to include unnecessary past frames in the current dynamics computation. We set τ = 10, but for test sequences with less than 10 frames, we adjust τ accordingly to generate the motion features. We also tested optical flow features and visual representations as in another work from our group [11] . However, including such features resulted in poorer performance on our datasets. Thus we do not include such features in this paper. We plan to test such visual representations using end-to-end models in future.
VI. DATASETS
We evaluate on an in-house collected NTU dataset and the public real-life JAAD dataset [19] .
The NTU dataset is captured inside Nanyang Technological University Campus by a pair of static cameras at 30 fps framerate and 1920 × 1080 resolution. Since our aim is to capture natural vehicle influences on pedestrian intention, we place two synchronized cameras to capture the whole scene of interest, so that approaching vehicles on both sides of the pedestrian can be captured, as depicted in Fig. 7 . In addition, Camera1 is placed in a way to simulate a camera mounted on a stationery egovehicle. In the videos, we had actors and actual pedestrians strolling in a natural road scene with vehicles. Actors were not given any specific instructions and were asked to move around the scene naturally. We extract 35 continuous crossing and 35 stopping sequences from the videos for our evaluation.
The JAAD dataset [19] is a recent pedestrian benchmark which captures real-world pedestrian behaviours in complex scenes from cameras mounted on moving vehicles. It contains 346 video clips at 1920 × 1080 resolution (few at 1280 × 720) and 15 fps framerate, each containing multiple pedestrian sequences. All pedestrians of interest are annotated by bounding boxes and are assigned certain movement labels (moving, crossing, stopping, standing, etc.) and personal details (age, sex, movement direction, etc.). Each frame in the videos is also associated with certain traffic attributes, such as zebra crossing, parking lot, etc.
To our best knowledge, there is no JAAD data subset proposed for early pedestrian intention prediction. We extract a total of 120 pedestrian sequences distributed across continuous crossing, stopping, starting, and standing scenarios (see Appendix D for sequence details).
VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We describe here our experimental data, extracted features and labels and the model specifications.
Data for evaluation:
The distribution of test sequences in the two datasets is presented in Table I .
We downsampled the NTU dataset sequences to 15 fps. We detect and track [33] pedestrians in Camera1 images. We also define pedestrian spatial context only in Camera1 images. Vehicles are detected and tracked in both Camera1 and Camera2 images. We eliminate ambiguity within the common regions of Camera1 and Camera2 by a pre-defined separator (marked by black lines, see Fig. 7 ). The object detector could efficiently detect pedestrians and vehicles up to 80 meters from the camera. For pedestrian sequences in the JAAD data, we utilize provided bounding box annotations. Features and labels: In the NTU data, we try to predict the stopping event 30 frames (2 sec) before the stopping instant, i.e., pred ahead = 30. Therefore, we label data from 30 frames before the stopping instant in stopping sequences as 'not-crossing' during training. Remaining frames in stopping sequences and all frames in continuous crossing sequences are labeled 'crossing'. The annotations are depicted in Fig. 8 . We do not have standing and starting sequences for the NTU data. The complete feature set (see Section V) on the NTU data is given by, x t,NTU = {x m,t , x sp,t , x vNTU,t }. For JAAD dataset, we set pred ahead = 20 (1.33 sec). The labeling is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Considered feature set on the JAAD data is given by, x t,J AAD = {x m,t , x sp,t , x vJ AAD,t }. 
Models compared:
We utilized FLDCRF single-label variant and LSTM as our learning models. We show results for three different systems for both the NTU and JAAD data: 1) Only pedestrian motion based, referred as mtn (or m) in the Results section. This system only utilizes pedestrian motion as input features, i.e., x t = {x m,t }.
2) Pedestrian motion and location based, referred as mtn + spa (or ms). This system takes pedestrian's semantic location (see Section V-A) along with pedestrian motion as inputs, i.e., x t = {x m,t , x sp,t }.
3) Pedestrian motion, location and vehicle context based, referred as mtn + spa + veh (or msv). This system considers vehicle context features (see Section V-A) together with pedestrian motion and location, i.e., x t = {x m,t , x sp,t , x v,t }.
We employ a nested cross-validation (with 5 outer folds and 4 inner folds) for selecting models and generating results. For selecting LSTM models, we tested the following number of hidden units (HU): 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 150, 300, 500. We trained each model for 1000 epochs, saving model performances at every 100 epochs during validation. We fed all training sequences at each epoch at the rate of 1 sequence per batch.
An FLDCRF single-label has two hyper-parameters: number of layers (num layer) and number of hidden states per label ({num state i }) along layers i = 1 : L. For simplicity, we keep same num state along all layers, i.e. num state i = num state, ∀i = 1 :
L. We denote such model by FLDCRF<num layer>/<num state>. We selected our models from the following <num layer>/<num state> combinations: 1/1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 2/1, 2/2, 2/3.
We trained FLDCRF 6 model parameters with Stan's [31] in-built BFGS optimizer. We implemented the LSTM models defined in Keras, a deep learning library for Python running Tensorflow in the backend. LSTM parameters were trained by a default Adam optimizer in Keras. We plotted the results in MATLAB 2015b [35] . LSTM models are trained with a Nvidia Tesla K80 GPU, while the FLDCRF models are trained with a Intel Xeon E5-1630 v3 CPU.
VIII. RESULTS
We compare different systems on the NTU and JAAD datasets using existing state-of-the-art (LSTM) and proposed (FLDCRF) sequential models. We evaluate the models by two metrics: stopping probability vs time and classification accuracy vs time. Stopping probability corresponds to the probability of the 'not-crossing' (laterally static) label.
We ideally want high classification accuracy of appropriate class labels (e.g., 'not-crossing' in stopping sequences) over the prediction interval. At the same time, it is desired to have high and stable average probability values of appropriate class labels over the prediction interval. It is also preferred that the sequences of same type have minor standard deviation in predicted probability values at each instant. So, our model hyperparameters are chosen based on the following metric (mt),
std j,t ), (19) where acc t denotes overall classification accuracy, prob i,t denotes predicted probability of the appropriate class (e.g., 'not-crossing' in stopping sequences) for sequence i and std j,t is standard deviation in probability values among sequences of type j at t. f is the dataset framerate (15 fps for both datasets). The prediction interval is given by [T l T u ]s and T p = (|T u . f − T l . f | + 1). N v is the number of considered validation sequences and N s is the number of considered sequence types (2 for NTU and 4 for JAAD data).
A. NTU dataset
We compare three different systems -mtn (m), mtn + spa (ms) and mtn + spa + veh (msv) with FLDCRF and LSTM on the NTU dataset. '0' along x-axis (see Fig. 9 -15 and Fig. 17 Two layered FLDCRF settings (2/1, 2/2, 2/3) performed better than the 1 layered settings (1/1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6) within most of the inner validation sets. The new models (2/1, 2/2, 2/3) also help to enhance the overall FLDCRF performance. LSTM models perform worse than the FLDCRF models on the validation sets in general. We select best performing FLDCRF and LSTM settings for each of the three systems on the inner validation sets and average their performance on the outer folds to obtain our results. Fig. 9 displays the performances of different systems on 35 stopping sequences of the NTU dataset. Motiononly FLDCRF model (FLDCRF − m) has consistently low average stopping probability (see Fig. 9a ) and classification accuracy (see Fig. 9b ) values than models with context in the earlier regions of the curves (before '0'). Adding location context to FLDCRF (FLDCRF − ms) slightly improves time, probability and accuracy of predicting the stopping intention in earlier regions. The results improve significantly with higher average stopping probability and accuracy on adding vehicle context features to the FLDCRF model (FLDCRF − msv). On average, all LSTM models perform worse than the corresponding FLDCRF models in terms of prediction time, accuracy and probability values. (a) Stopping probability vs time. While we find models without vehicle context (mtn and mtn + spa) to perform similarly to the earlier results, models with vehicle context (mtn + spa + veh) display an enhanced prediction performance with better average probability and accuracy in earlier regions. An average stopping probability of 0.6 and a classification accuracy of 0.7 was achieved and consistently improved from ∼0.9 seconds before the actual stopping events by FLDCRF − msv system. The vehicle context aids a gain of ∼0.5 seconds in prediction time over FLDCRF − ms system. LSTM − msv performance also improves in these scenarios, but the accuracy values still fail to approach 1 (like FLDCRF models) in the vicinity of the stopping event.
Different systems are compared in Fig. 11 on 35 continuous crossing sequences of the NTU dataset. Accuracywise, all mtn and mtn + spa + veh type models display quite consistent and accurate (close to 1) performance across time. Although, joint models (mtn + spa + veh) output smaller average probability values indicating better reliability of the system. LSTM and FLDCRF joint (mtn + spa + veh) models perform comparably across time, with FLDCRF type model exhibiting marginally better probability and accuracy values at certain time points. 
Crossing Sequences
(a) Stopping probability vs time. Overall accuracy of considered systems at different prediction horizons on NTU dataset is displayed in Fig.  12 . '0' in the figure represents event (stopping and crossing) instants of respective sequences. FLDCRF − msv system proves to be the most accurate at majority of early prediction instants, while performing comparable to certain systems (FLDCRF − ms and FLDCRF − m) after the '0' mark, bolstering itself to be selected as the primary choice for an early and accurate intention prediction system on the NTU data. Fig. 13 shows individual sequence outputs by the FLDCRF − msv system. We highlight sequences (in bold red) where the system fails to make early prediction (i.e., before '0') of the events.
All crossing events were predicted correctly before respective crossing instants (see Fig. 13a ). An unwanted spike can be observed on sequence crossing 17 near the '0' mark, caused by an approaching vehicle. However, the system was able to correct the prediction before the event instant to avoid any critical failure.
Individual probability outputs of 35 stopping sequences by FLDCRF − msv system are displayed in Fig.  13b . The system fails to make early prediction (before '0') of the stopping event in the two highlighted sequences (by bold red), stopping 9 and stopping 32.
FLDCRF − msv system performs the earliest and most accurate predictions of the stopping behaviour among considered systems and provides better reliability on crossing sequences at the same time, indicating the power of including vehicle context and better performance of FLDCRF over LSTM on the NTU dataset. Next, we investigate our approach on real-life pedestrian behaviour prediction.
B. JAAD dataset
On the JAAD dataset, we evaluate on all four types of sequences: 45 continuous crossing, 20 stopping, 40 standing and 15 starting (see Section III).
We compare results from FLDCRF and LSTM on three different systems: mtn (m), mtn + spa (ms) and mtn + veh (mv). Since the JAAD data contains variety of scenarios (some during night-time), semantic segmentation [34] performance is not consistent. This results in mtn + spa models performing slightly worse than only mtn models. Therefore, we omit pedestrian location information from our final model, which takes pedestrian motion (x m,t ) and vehicle context (x vJ AAD,t ) features.
Similar to the NTU data, we obtain our test results from a 5-fold nested CV. We make use of the same metric in (19) , within [1.33 -1] s interval, to select hyperparameter settings on inner validation sets. FLDCRF (1.3640) improves over the LDCRF (1.3627) average performance on the validation sets.
For space limitations, we only present classification accuracy vs time by different systems on JAAD sequences.
We refer to Appendix D for stopping probability vs time curves. Fig. 14a compares different systems on JAAD continuous crossing sequences. FLDCRF systems produce comparable and stable performance with more than 95% average accuracy in the important region of [1 -0.5] s. LSTM − mv consistently performs worse than FLDCRF − mv in early prediction regions and lacks stability in accuracy across time. LSTM systems without vehicle context exhibit significantly poorer performance compared to other systems.
On JAAD stopping scenarios, systems with vehicle context (FLDCRF − mv and LSTM − mv) output more stable and early prediction of the stopping behaviour (see Fig. 14b ) than mtn and mtn + spa models. These two systems also produce comparable accuracy performances across time, LSTM − mv being marginally better around the stopping instant ('0' mark). LSTM − m and LSTM − ms perform considerably better than FLDCRF − m and FLDCRF − ms respectively, but lacks stability in accuracy across time compared to the systems with vehicle context. All considered systems produce similar prediction patterns on the JAAD starting scenarios (see Fig. 14c ), with accuracy performances improving over time, indicating successful predictions of the change of state in pedestrian motion. FLDCRF systems perform considerably better than their LSTM counterparts. FLDCRF − mv performs best among all systems in the early prediction region [1 0] s. However, FLDCRF − m and FLDCRF − ms outperform FLDCRF − mv after the '0' mark.
We compare different systems on 15 standing sequences in Fig. 14d . LSTM − m and LSTM − mv perform comparably and better than other systems, reaching a stable 100% prediction accuracy around/before the critical point. FLDCRF − mv produces a stable 93% prediction accuracy around and after the critical point, 
System
Classification Accuracy(%) 2-0 s 1.5-0 s 1-0 s 0.5-0 s 0-(-0.5) s 0-(-1) s failing to predict the not-crossing behaviour in time in one of the sequences. We will analyze such failed cases shortly.
The systems are compared on the task of predicting early transitions (standing-starting and crossingstopping) in Tables III and IV . We consider accuracy of the systems over stipulated prediction windows. As expected, systems with vehicle context FLDCRF − mv and LSTM − mv perform significantly better than systems without vehicle context. FLDCRF − mv outperforms LSTM − mv in all early prediction windows. However, LSTM − mv performs marginally better than FLDCRF − mv after the '0' mark on crossing and stopping scenarios considered together (see Table IV ).
FLDCRF − mv and LSTM − mv consistently performed well across all sequence types. Other systems have been better at times but lacked consistency. We can observe dominant performance of systems with vehicle context (FLDCRF − mv and LSTM − mv) in Fig.  15 , producing superior overall accuracy compared to systems without vehicle context at all prediction instants. Moreover, FLDCRF − mv performs similar/better than LSTM − mv at all considered prediction instants, proving to be the best performing model on the JAAD dataset. FLDCRF − mv produces an average accuracy of ∼78% within the 1-0 s window and ∼82% within the 0.5-0 s window, while LSTM − mv outputs ∼75% and ∼78% in respective windows. Figure 16 compares the required training and inference time by the considered FLDCRF and LSTM settings on mtn + veh system. While both models needed similar time for inference, FLDCRF models required significantly lesser training time compared to the LSTM models. FLDCRF training and inference times can be further reduced by GPU implementation.
We analyze individual sequence outputs and failed cases by the FLDCRF − mv system below. 
Failed case analysis:
Fig. 17 depicts failures in bold red from FLDCRF − mv system. We denote a pedestrian sequence by its video id and pedestrian id in JAAD dataset, i.e. <video id> <pedestrian id>.
Crossing sequences 0161 1 and 0177 2, where the system fails to establish stable and accurate (stopping probability < 0.5) outputs after -0.25 s, are highlighted in Fig. 17a . In sequence 0161 1, we find a momentary prediction glitch within [-0.5 -1] s window caused by a temporary hesitance from the pedestrian to continue crossing. The vehicle happened to be quite far from the pedestrian during the glitch avoiding a critical failure by the system. The failure in sequence 0177 2 is caused by inappropriate vehicle context as the ego-vehicle is moving fast quite near (<15 m) the pedestrian when the crossing event commenced in a different lane. However, the vehicle decelerated within a short period and stable, accurate output was achieved shortly after the -1.5 s mark. Such errors can be corrected by adding the lane information as context.
All stopping scenarios were predicted correctly by the FLDCRF − mv system, latest by 0.75 s after the stopping instant. The system fails to make early prediction (before '0') of the event on the highlighted sequences (0334 2 and 0336 1). A few sequences fall below probability 0.5 after the -1 s mark, but all such cases correspond to a starting event followed by the stopping event.
We have found early prediction of the 'starting' event quite challenging. Fig. 17c highlights three starting scenarios that fail to be stable and accurate by -1.5 s on the curves. However, all of them become stable and accurate shortly after the -2 s mark.
Standing sequence 0208 2 is wrongly predicted as 'crossing' by FLDCRF − mv before and well after (≈1 s) the defined critical point. A possible reason behind this is incomplete and inaccurate vehicle context. In this case, the other vehicles before the ego-vehicle are primarily re- sponsible for the pedestrian to remain stationery (see Fig.  18 ). The ego-vehicle is moving slowly during the event in a busy scene and is quite far from the pedestrian, causing the inaccurate context. We defined the critical point randomly due to limited number of images in the sequence. In such cases, we need to consider more complete pedestrian-vehicle interactions, which include other vehicles in the scene. JAAD dataset is not equipped with precise camera matrix information for the video sequences. Consequently, we utilized approximate values for these parameters, and observe our motion features to perform weaker than NTU dataset. However, combined with context features we obtain relatively early and accurate intention prediction for all four types of sequences from the FLDCRF − mv and LSTM − mv systems.
IX. CONCLUSION
We presented a context model for pedestrian intention prediction for Autonomous Vehicles. We introduced vehicle interaction context in the problem for earlier and more accurate prediction. We also proposed Factored Latent-Dynamic Conditional Random Fields (FLDCRF) for single and multi-label sequence prediction/interaction tasks. FLDCRF led to more accurate and stable performance than LSTM over identical input features across our datasets. This might be due to the relatively small sizes of the considered datasets, showing FLDCRF can possibly learn better (with faster training) over small/medium sized datasets due its sparse nature. We plan to compare FLDCRF and LSTM on standard single and multi-label sequential machine learning datasets. Also, we would see if FLDCRF could be fit in end-to-end models succeeded by convolutional layers. We are also specifically interested in utilizing the interaction model variant of FLDCRF to capture complex pedestrian-vehicle interactions and apply the model on joint scene modeling tasks. In the system proposed in the paper, we will look to replace our pre-calibrated depth estimation with fully automated techniques, train with more data and build a real-time system on our approach. Moreover, in future work we will look to augment our intention prediction system with static scene context variables (e.g., zebra crossing, bus stop, lanes etc.) by attention models and propose more complete end-to-end models involving general static and dynamic interactions. As we find a pedestrian's intent of crossing/not-crossing is characterized by the real world lateral component of his/her motion (w.r.t. the ego-vehicle moving direction), we attempt to extract an approximate equivalent of such motion component in the image plane of a monocular image sequence using the camera matrix information. O is the camera center and I p is the principle point on image plane. x R and y R are the lateral and longitudinal (movement direction of the ego-vehicle) directions in real world respectively. PQ = S represents relative displacement of a pedestrian point w.r.t. the ego-vehicle in real world between two consecutive time instants. We assume negligible pedestrian displacement along the vertical real world direction z R . As we can see, corresponding displacement along x i image axis is S ix , which contains components from both real world lateral (S x ) and longitudinal displacements (S y ), projected as S xx and S yx respectively onto the image plane, i.e., S ix = S xx + S yx . Similarly, considering displacement along z i image axis to be S iz , we can write the following two equations:
S ix = ±r x · θ x ± r x · θ y , S iz = ±r z · θ y Since, we assume negligible pedestrian motion along vertical real world direction, S iz only carries traces of pedestrian's real world longitudinal motion. ± indicates the components can be additive or subtractive depending on the image quadrant of movement. Considering +θ x and +θ y to reflect real world +ve x and +ve y direction respectively, different possible scenarios are illustrated on the image plane x i z i in Fig. 20 . r x and r z are the known respective distances from camera center O to the center of the displacements (situated at (p x , p z ) on image plane) along axes x i and z i , given by,
The center of displacement is considered to minimize error in approximating s = r · θ (instead of s = r · θ ·θ + dr ·r), to reduce number of unknown variables. The goal is to solve for θ x and θ y using the equations illustrated in Fig S xx gives approximate pedestrian's lateral motion equivalent on image plane and is obtained using S xx = ±r x · θ x .
APPENDIX C DAIMLER DATASET
In this section, we present results of our motion-only approach on the Daimler dataset [36] . Fig. 21 presents a comparison of our approach with the best results presented in [1] . '0' along x-axis represent the event ('crossing' or 'stopping') instants and are labeled for all test sequences in the dataset. As stated earlier, we find vehicle context irrelevant within the Daimler dataset and hence only test our motion based approach for intention prediction, i.e. here x t,Daim = {x m,t }. We apply a FLDCRF with 1 layer and 4 states per label over our motion features.
A. Results
The best results in [1] are obtained from a Gaussian Process Dynamic Model (GPDM) applied on dense optical flow derived features from stereo images. As we can see from Fig. 21 , our motion features with FLDCRF perform comparably to the results in [1] . While our approach performs marginally better for the stopping scenarios, [1] is more consistent through time over the crossing sequences. Our methods although enjoys the liberty of using only single camera images.
APPENDIX D JAAD ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
A. Sequence details Considered JAAD sequences are presented in Fig. 22 . A pedestrian sequence is denoted by its video id and pedestrian id in JAAD dataset, in the following format: <video id> <pedestrian id>. Stopping  Starting  Standing  0002_1  0002_2  0006_1  0006_2  0024_1  0027_1  0044_1  0049_1  0049_2  0061_1  0063_1  0071_2  0079_1  0088_1  0120_1  0131_2  0132_1  0132_2  0147_2  0161_1  0166_1  0177_2  0183_2   0215_2  0224_3  0224_4  0224_5  0231_1  0231_3  0231_4  0259_1  0260_1  0276_1  0290_1  0290_2  0297_1  0297_2  0297_3  0297_4  0303_1  0305_8  0313_2  0313_3  0320_2  0320_3   0037_1  0059_1  0089_1  0090_1  0107_1  0128_1  0147_1  0183_1  0209_4  0237_2  0241_1  0249_1  0277_1  0277_3  0286_1  0294_1  0295_1  0302_2  0302_3  0302_4  0334_2  0336_1   0057_1  0070_1  0072_1  0072_2  0080_1  0080_2  0090_1  0140_1  0165_2  0173_1  0176_1  0183_1  0190_1  0196_1  0228_2  0231_2  0235_1  0235_2  0236_2  0241_1  0242_1  0242_2   0242_3  0244_2  0244_3  0248_1  0249_1  0275_1  0277_1  0277_3  0286_1  0287_1  0299_1  0299_2  0301_1  0302_2  0302_3  0302_4  0306_1  0310_2  0315_1  0326_1   0007_1  0008_1  0068_1  0071_1  0195_1  0208_2  0209_3  0211_1  0239_1  0245_1  0254_1  0264_2  0314_2 0314_4 0325_2 
Direct crossing
